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Record-keeping software upgraded
An electronic "Green Book" for

farmers has been made more power
ful but still easy to use through the
work of an agricultural economics
specialist at California State Univer
sity, Fresno.
Professor James Cothem

Enologist seeks new essence in wine
The first bins of grapes carted
from campus vineyards to CSU,
Fresno's research winery last month

Turbo Farm 3.0, like its prede
cessors, is patterned after the "Green

before being run through the
crusher. But the wine produced from
those grapes will get some special
treatment. And the quality of its
flavor, as determined by selected
samplers next spring, could have far
reaching effects on the profitability
of the commercial wine industry in

Calendar

to 4:30 p.m. Fee for each advanced
workshop is $75. For registration

Z1 Computer workshop:

details call (209) 294-4869.

••

One of the winter season's first

Enology student LouisMoreau directs grapes through auger at university researchwinery.

shop will be Intermediate Lotus 1-2-3
Commands. Registration deadline is

wine industry is finding itself under

October 6. Fee is $150. On November

18 two half-day sessions are planned:
The morning workshop will be

equipment, as well as seminars and a
landscape and irrigation section.

wineries soon may be required to
capture and contain ethanol and

dards set by the California Air

other elements that until now have

Resources Board (ARB), noted CSU,

been allowed to escape into the
atmosphere during the fermentation

Fresno enology professor Carlos
Muller, principal investigator for the
project. Under a tiered implementa
tion program established by the ARB
to reduce ethanol emissions, large

process.

Ethanol vapor, together with
other hydrocarbons released into the
See Ethanol, page 3

The fine art of winemaking is a
task most grape growers have
traditionally left in the hands of the
commercial wine industry. With the
grower supplying the best quality
grapes he or she can, ifs been up to
the winemaker to transform the juice
into an attractive, palate-pleasing
beverage.
However, with the advent of

more sophisticated techniques for

measuring water stress levels in
grape vines, growers soon may play
a greater role in determining the
quality of wines, according to an
irrigation specialist conducting
research for CSU, Fresno's Viticul

ture and Enology Research Center
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I\ovember

Lotus 1-2-3. The October 21 work

Project aim is to set stress standards

Standard Oil's infrared thermometry gun.

a.m. to noon. The second session will

be Advanced Lotus: Macros, from 1
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The fall series of Lotus work

CSU, Fresno and for the wine

Like many other industries of
varying types and sizes, the state's

Advanced Lotus: Databases, from 9

October

shops continues with intermediate
and advanced sessions on agribusi
ness management applications of

In a first-time experiment at

Until now.

professor David Smith plan to
Book" many farmers have tradition
further
upgrade the program this
ally used for record keeping. The
year
by
adding additional account
program can be used to chart income
ing
modules,
including a whole-farm
and expenses, enterprise information,
analysis
module,
and by producing a
land listings, chemical use, deprecia
training
manual.
tion information, inventory, net
Funding for the project has been
worth, and reports on farm profit.
provided
by CATIand UC Davis.
Since joining the CSU, Fresno
For
details
contact Cothern at (209)
faculty earlier this year, Cothern has
upgraded the program by adding
294-2949.
capacity for a greater number of
financial accounts and enterprises
and a module that performs budget
and cash flow analysis. He and fellow
#891001 • October, 1989

California.

industry, enology researchers at the
Viticulture and Enology Research
Center (VERC) will capture ethanol
and other volatiles emanating from
tanks of fermenting grape juice and
later inject them back into the wine.
The idea of such a process isn't new.
But the cost of implementing it on a
commercial scale has been enough to
keep winemakers from pursuing it.

recently completed revisions of the
farm rccord-keeping program. Turbo
Farm, enhancing its speed and
flexibility without making it more
difficult to use.

received no unusual treatment
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Publications available
• A Method to Reduce Ethyl Carbamate
Levels in Peach Distillates, by K.C.
Fugelsangand C.}.Muller - Viticulture and
Enology Research Center
Contains the results of experiments
of ethyl carbamate (methane) in alcoholic
beverages. In one experiment, researchers
examined the potential for reducing
concentrations of ethyl carbamate in fer
mented distilling material before distilla
tion. A second study focused on lowering
compound 191 levels in peach alcohol.
CATI Publication #890102.

O Equipment Investment Analysis, by
Dennis L. Nef- Centerfor Agricultural
Business

Offers guidelines for the use of
a Lotus 1-2-3spreadsheet template in
analyzing equipment investments.
Using the template, farm equipment
managers are able to define and
analyze factors affecting machinery
costs, to specify parameters limiting
the changes in such factors, and to
analyze the range of possible choices
that result. CATI Publication #880405.
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Check the publication(s) and mail form to:
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Stressing, or reducing water

supplies to graf>e vines, can affect
See Stress, page 3
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UPDATE

Finishing touches added to new building
The California Agricultural Technology In
stitute gained some 8,600 square feet ofaddi
tional work space last month.

A new administration building that includes
offices and two conference rooms has been com
pleted to the northeast ofthe original administra
tion building. The offices ofCATI Director Jon
Shaver, Special Projects Manager Phil Webb and
Capital Projects Coordinator Pete Conrad are

Asphalt parking lot completes CATVs new administration building.

processors and exporters
of agricultural goods vyill

wineries, some of which use dozens

<ATi-Net).

(CDFA). The CDFA

assistance for foreign

provided financial backing

of their products in Pacific

and will operate the
program. CATI provided
the technical expertise for

Rim countries beginning
this fall.

A new pronriotional
program called TRADER
will make it easier for
Pacific Rim and other

foreign buyers to find out
who in California has the

developing the computer
ized list of exporters.
The program will
makeit possible for buyers
to select specific lists of
California exporters

products they want. An
initial list made available
last month contains more
than 1,200 names of

assistance for

California exporters.

foreign importers

Information on each

to more easily
acquire California
products."

exporter will include the

firm's name, commodities

sold, packagingoffered,

"WIe are providing

"We are providing
importers to more easily
acquire California prod
ucts." said Ennen, who
served as one of Trader's

official representatives

Ennen, along with
Mariljm Bonin, acting
director of CDFA's Agri
cultural Export Program,

The equipment for capturing
the volatiles is in place at the univer

sity winery.This year's project will
test a process for removing the

Taipei, Taiwan;and Hong

volatiles from a charcoal filter as well

Kong to promote the
Jeff Ennen

Trader program. They
attended American Food

buyers can sign up and

Fair '89 events in Seoul and

receive requested informa

Taipei, and made contacts

tion from the CDFA

with hundreds of buyers
representing wholesale

through the mail. There is
no charge to the buyers for

outlets, department stores,
and supermarket, hotel

the information.

exporters who want

name, brand name, com

cable, FAX and telex

modity sold, geographic
location, packaging

and restaurant chains.

The CDFA plans at a

The program was
developed as a team effort

available, and other

later date to offer the

criteria, explained Jeff

involving the California

Ennen,general manager of

actual program disk to

Agricultural Technology

CATI's Advanced Technol
ogy Information Network

Institute (CATI) and the

said.

traveled to Seoul, Korea;

addresses, telephone,

Pacific Rim Buyers, so they
can have the information at

their fingertips. For now.

In an effort to bring a positive
side effect to the requirements,
Muller proposed the idea of injecting
the captured volatiles back into the
wine. "Many of these constituents
are flavor components which, if
trapped instead of being lost to the
atmosphere, might be useful in
enhancing the quality of the wines,"
Muller said. "We will be seeing if we
can improve the quality of the wine

able, more acceptable product." If it
could draw a higher price, "a liability
might be turned into a profit," he

tional tour last month.

according to company

tank," Muller said.

and therefore make it a more sale

during a two-week promo

and contact person, along
with shipping and mailing
numbers.

air, contributes to the formation of

smog, ARB officials say.
Large-scale winemakers have
expressed willingness to abide by the
new regulations, Muller said. But
they are concerned about the high
costs of the equipment that would
have to be installed. The larger

of large tanks for fermentation,
would have to install control equip
ment on virtually every tank. And
because of the regulations and
materials required, the control device
"could end up costing more than the

California Department of
Food and Agriculture

see a boost in the exposure

from page 1

The larger conference room has a capacity of
125 persons and already has been usedfor a
number ofCATI and university-sponsored events,
including a congressional hearing.
The original administration building will
continue to house CATI's Advanced Technolgy
Information Network (ATI-Net) and Information

Ti'ade program targets foreign buyers
California growers,

Ethanol

housed in the new facility.

Services offices.

California growers/
information on how to

have their names placed
on the Trader master pro
gram list should call (916)
322-4339 for more infor
mation.

October 1989

as injecting them back into the wine.
Samples of the wine will be ready for
tasting late next spring.
The requirements for control
ling ethanol emissions will be
primarily a "big wineries" problem,
since ARB regulations will call for
controls only on large tanks, those
that hold 50,000 gallons or more.
Funding for the project has been

provided by the California Agricul
tural Technology Institute (CATI),
with technical support and some
materials being provided by area
wineries. For more information call
Muller at (209) 294-2089.

Graduate studentAnne Turnerchecks computer display screen ofinfrared thermometry gun.

Stress
from page 1

sugar and acid content,as well as
other fruit qualities, noted professor
Charles Krauter. But without accu

rate instruments for measuring plant
stress levels, it is difficult to plan

irrigations which will bring the
desired results.

Enter the Crop Water Stress
Index (CWSI), an irrigation manage
ment tool that has enjoyed rapid

technological advances over ^e last
"1/ we're going for the
kind of precision we're
after, we can't use the
same formula for
Thompson seedless that
we're using for cabernet
sauvignon."
decade. The index is a formula for

entered into a computer and factored
to produce a water stress reading.
But still there is more calibration

work to do. Since different plants
interact differently with the environ
ment, individualized formulas need
to be developed to accurately meas
ure stress levels of various crops.
Krauter said grapes present the

greatest challenge because of the
large number of varieties grown and
the different traits desired, especially
for winemaking.

The industry is interested in
obtaining specialized stress-measur
ing formulas for groups of similar
varieties and perhaps even for
individual varieties, Krauter said. "If

we're going for the kind of precision
we're after, we can't use the same

formula for Thompson seedless that
we're using for cabernet sauvignon."
As part of a three-year project
funded by CATI and the American

evaluating leaf temperature (an

Vineyard Foundation, Krauter has
begun efforts to calibrate water-stress

indication of the rate of water

formulas for 27 wine, raisin and table

evaporation) in relation to air
temperature and relativehumidity.
During the last three years
Standard Oil Co. has incorporated

grape varieties.
The varietal plots are within the

determining a plant's stress levelby

several heat and humidity-measur

ing instruments into a prototype
infrared thermometry "gun" that can
measure the different variables si

multaneously. Readings are then

university vineyards. Drip irrigation
will be used to stress the plants to

variousdegreesat different growth
stages. CSWI reference values for
each varietywill be calibrated this

year, then further refined during later
phases of the project.
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Record-keeping software upgraded
An electronic "Green Book" for

farmers has been made more power
ful but still easy to use through the
work of an agricultural economics
specialist at California State Univer
sity, Fresno.
Professor James Cothem

Enologist seeks new essence in wine
The first bins of grapes carted
from campus vineyards to CSU,
Fresno's research winery last month

Turbo Farm 3.0, like its prede
cessors, is patterned after the "Green

before being run through the
crusher. But the wine produced from
those grapes will get some special
treatment. And the quality of its
flavor, as determined by selected
samplers next spring, could have far
reaching effects on the profitability
of the commercial wine industry in
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The fine art of winemaking is a
task most grape growers have
traditionally left in the hands of the
commercial wine industry. With the
grower supplying the best quality
grapes he or she can, ifs been up to
the winemaker to transform the juice
into an attractive, palate-pleasing
beverage.
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Publications available
• A Method to Reduce Ethyl Carbamate
Levels in Peach Distillates, by K.C.
Fugelsangand C.}.Muller - Viticulture and
Enology Research Center
Contains the results of experiments
of ethyl carbamate (methane) in alcoholic
beverages. In one experiment, researchers
examined the potential for reducing
concentrations of ethyl carbamate in fer
mented distilling material before distilla
tion. A second study focused on lowering
compound 191 levels in peach alcohol.
CATI Publication #890102.
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Dennis L. Nef- Centerfor Agricultural
Business

Offers guidelines for the use of
a Lotus 1-2-3spreadsheet template in
analyzing equipment investments.
Using the template, farm equipment
managers are able to define and
analyze factors affecting machinery
costs, to specify parameters limiting
the changes in such factors, and to
analyze the range of possible choices
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